1. Introduction
This letter reports the renewals of the sister society agreements in 2020. The IEICE-CS has the sister society agreements with several organizations. Members of each organization have benefits such as discounting for the membership, registration fee for international conferences, and so on. In 2020, the IEICE-CS renewed the agreements with the China Institute of Communications [1] and the Korean Institute of Electromagnetic Engineering and Science [2].

2. Sister Society Agreement with the China Institute of Communications
The first sister society agreement between the IEICE-CS and the China Institute of Communications (CIC) was made in the end of 2008, and this is the 4th renewal of the sister society agreement [3-5]. The new agreement will be valid from January 2021 through the end of 2023.

Various benefits are given to the members of the IEICE-CS and the CIC under the sister society agreement. Examples of the benefits are as follows:

1. Submit papers to sponsored meetings with the same privileges and limitations as IEICE-CS / CIC members.
2. Register for sponsored meetings at reduced “sister-society” rates.
3. Further seek and give privileges to both societies and cooperate each other for mutual prosperity.
4. Display and distribute printed materials in both sponsored conferences and meetings.

The IEICE-CS and the CIC co-sponsored international conferences such as the 24th Asia-Pacific Conference on Communications (APCC2018) which was held in Ningbo, APCC2017, APCC2015, APCC2009, and so on. We further seek the possibility of joint meeting of technical group of the IEICE-CS and the CIC and possible promotion which will be beneficial for both members of the IEICE-CS and the CIC.

3. Sister Society Agreement with the Korean Institute of Electromagnetic Engineering and Science
The first sister society agreement between the IEICE-CS and the Korean Institute of Electromagnetic Engineering and Science (KIEES) was made in September of 2006, and this is the 4th renewal of the sister society agreement. The updated new agreement is valid from December 2020 through the end of November 2022. Examples of the benefits of the sister society agreement are as follows:

1. KIEES/IEICE-CS members may submit and register at the sister society rate for conferences sponsored by IEICE-CS/KIEES.
2. KIEES members can subscribe to IEICE Transaction on Communications at the reduced rate.
3. IEICE-CS members can purchase the Journal of KIEES at a reduced rate.
4. Promotion of each other's society's publications and membership forms

4. Conclusion
The renewals of the sister society agreement with the CIC and the KIEES were reported. The IEICE-CS will continue to strengthen cooperation with various organizations on the basis of sister society agreements.
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